
ENTROPIA [PL]
General rider

contact info:
Telephone number [PL]: +48 509 171 969

Mail: entropia.real@gmail.com
bandcamp: www.entropia.bandcamp.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/mourningentropia
Merch: www.entropia.8merch.com

_______________________________________________________________________________________

BACKLINE REQUIREMENTS (including fly-in shows)

OUR OWN BACKLINE IS NEVER SHARED UNLESS PREVIOUS AGREEMENT IS MADE.
LENDING BACKLINE WILL ALWAYS INVOLVE PAYMENT ACCORDING TO THE SITUATION.

THIS IS NEVER NEGOTIABLE.
Our drive-in setup is either full backline or just guitar heads/instruments/effects/cables/drum hardware.

Our fly-in setup is just instruments/effects.

Guitars:
2x heads – Peavey 5150/6505 preferred, but any high gain industry standard all tube amps will do

- e.g. Engl Fireball, Marshall JCM900, Mesa DR etc.

2x cabinets – 4x12”, preferably Celestion V30 equipped

Bass:
Bass 1x head + 1x cabinet (4x10” minimum, 8x10'' preferred). Ampeg SVT preferred.

Drums: 
Pearl or Tama standard set preferred, 5 ampled hardware stands, cymbal stands, 
drummer's seat, decent new skins on drums please.

cymbals: Zildjian K or Sabian HHX/AAX preferred - 1x hihat 14", 1x crash 16', 1x crash-
ride 18', 1x ride 22', 1x china 18' 

double kick: Tama Iron Cobra/ Pearl Eliminator preferred. No Axis please.

Synth: 
we bring in Roland Juno Stage (line exit 2x Jack). Please provide 1x DI Box.

Vocals: 1x angled stand with microphone. PLEASE USE HEAVY DELAY/REVERB FROM
THE CONSOLE.



lights and stage presentation:

Entropia requires at least 30 minutes of soundcheck at the arranged hour, to be discussed earlier.
The gig lasts 45-55 minutes, depending on the time schedule.

We prefer stable blue or red light + stroboscope, all auxiliary lights in the room should be turned
off.

Entropia frequently uses high-efficiency fog machine (brought in or provided by the club)
throughout the show creating lasting smokescreen. This is not negotiable unless fire
regulations/club conditions are against such action. If so, it must be discussed earlier.

nightstay and catering:

We require a clean, tidy space for rest for 6-7 PEOPLE including hot shower and toilet.
Hostels/hotels are preferred. Wi-fi is not mandatory but will be welcome. 

Number of crew is discussed before making any arrangements. There's always 1 ROAD CREW + 1
DRIVER.

As for the catering needs, we need a full meal for 6-7 PEOPLE. No vegetarians in the band. The
mealshould be served before the show, after soundchecks. All kind of snacks, fruits, candies

(especially local favourites) will be welcome!

Our drink needs per show:
20 x 0,5 litres of beer (canned or bottled)

1 litre of 40% beverage
5 litres of water

Coffee and tea available on backstage.

stageplan:


